
Skew Siskin, Metamorphosis
You're not the only one  4x
You're not the only one under the bloody sun  2x
Another generation, different confrontation
Weird desperation or is it designation
Horny stimulation, sex on tessellated pavement
This ain't calm fiction, just a greedy hunt

THE UNDESERVED IS PARAMOUNT
WE LIE IN DISARRAY
A FACE BEHIND MY SHOULDER SHINES
A FACE THAT IS NOT YOURS OR MINE
A FACE THAT IS NOT OVERKIND
AND WHEN I TURN MY HEAD I FIND
THAT FACE HAS COME TO STAY

You're not the only one under the bloody sun  2x

Try to enjoy your life
Escape the fear of destiny
Drape the mortal frame in light
Shape my thoughts around a mystery
If I sinned forgive me, all my faults as well
Cause this ain't a perfect world
Neither am I

THE UNDESERVED IS PARAMOUNT
WE LIE IN DISARRAY
A FACE BEHIND MY SHOULDER SHINES
A FACE THAT IS NOT YOURS OR MINE
A FACE THAT IS NOT OVER KIND
AND WHEN I TURN MY HEAD I FIND
THAT FACE HAS COME TO STAY

Colorful desire, dreams of a yellow nightingale
Metamorphosis
He's a merman from the midlands
And I'm a robin, a robin in his hands

Don't touch that dial, cause it's mine, mine, mine
I built it up, I worked so hard
I'll freeze my blood to heal my heart
Don't walk away  4x

At the horizon where all is dark sits a man who's old and gray
When he speaks his echo barks
He's holy people say

Colorful desire, dreams of a yellow nightingale
Metamorphosis, now I'm a butterfly

He's a merman from the midlands
And I'm a robin, a robin in his hands

You're not the only one under the bloody sun  2x

I ain't a stupid bitch
And I ain't love sick
You better make a switch
Before I'll hit you with a brick

Something has changed, don't know exactly what
But it burns like fire, somehow I gotta stop
Can't deal with the emotions and the way it used to be
Once I was so blinded but now I start to see



Woke up in the morning as if there was no night
If wishes were horses beggars would ride
Power of origin, strength incomprehensible
The cryouts increase, rise, swell, uprise

For you I was the fool
For you I was the fool
For you I was the fool
Ahhhahhhahhaahhhh

Colorful desire, dreams of a yellow nightingale
Now I'm a butterfly
For you I was the fool 4x

No escape no flee
They're always inside of me
I'm a prisoner of laughter
I'm a prisoner of laughter

The cause of your thoughts  4x

Look at the deep C. through it all
Both, saviour and hangmen
Guffaws of eternity
The blind endures swallowed words
So now you tune in to the quire of eternity
Eternity
Eternity
Eternity
Endless C...
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